Abstract. We establish good numerical estimates for a certain class of integrals involving sixfold products of Bessel functions. We use relatively elementary methods. The estimates will be used in the study of a sharp Fourier restriction inequality on the circle in [1] .
Introduction
Let (S 1 , σ) denote the unit circle in the plane equipped with its arc length measure. The companion paper [1] discusses partial progress towards understanding the optimal constant C opt in the endpoint Tomas-Stein adjoint restriction inequality [6] on the circle:
where the Fourier transform of the measure f σ is given by
It is conjectured that equality is attained in (1) when f is a constant function. For the constant function f = 1, the sixth power of the left-hand side of inequality (1) turns into the integral (3) (2π)
where the Bessel function of order n, denoted J n , is defined via the identity (4) e in· σ(x) = 2π(−i) n J n (|x|)e in arg(x) .
Part of the analysis in [1] consists of a Fourier expansion of f on the circle, and one needs estimates with rather precise numerical error bounds for integrals of the following two types: The purpose of the present paper is to establish these estimates, summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 2 be some integer. Then each of the following quantities is less than 0.002n −4 : (i) For n ≥ 7:
I 0,0,n − 3 4π 2 1 n + 3 32π 2 1 (n − 1)n(n + 1)
, and for n ≥ 3:
.
(ii) For any n ≥ 2 :
I 0,2,n − 15 64π 2 1 n(n + 1)(n + 2) , I 1,2,n − 9 64π 2 1 n(n + 1)(n + 2)
Moreover, each of the following quantities is less than 0.0015n −4 : (iii) For n ≥ 4:
I 0,4,n − 1557 1024π 2 1 n(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4) , I 1,4,n − 855 1024π 2 1 n(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4) .
(iv) For even m ≥ 6 and n ≥ m: |I 0,m,n | and |I 1,m,n |.
Thus Theorem 1 controls integrals of the two types I 0 and I 1 for n ≥ 2 and even 0 ≤ m ≤ n, with the exception of the five cases m = 0 and n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for I 0 , and the two cases m = 0 and n = 2, 3 for I 1 . It follows from Table 1 below that, in these exceptional cases, the quantities are still less than 0.01n −4 , which provides information about I 0 and I 1 with at least two percent relative accuracy.
It follows from the methods of this paper, or alternatively from general principles, that such a result holds with bounds cn −4 for any positive number c in place of 0.002 or 0.0015, and with some finite set of exceptions. The point of Theorem 1 is to narrow down these exceptions precisely for the specific numbers c = 0.002 (for m = 0, 2) and c = 0.0015 (for m ≥ 4). Slightly better numerical estimates are listed in Sections 7 and 8 for the various cases, but for simplicity we do not reproduce all of them here.
Our methods apply to obtain a more general set of estimates than the ones listed in Theorem 1, but we focus on the stated estimates which are needed in [1] . There exists a very satisfactory theory of similar integrals of products of two Bessel functions, see for example Lemmata 3 and 4 below, and a still explicit but substantially more complicated theory for integrals of products of four Bessel functions. While integrals of sixfold products of Bessel functions still fall into the class of functions for which explicit symbols have been introduced in the theory of hypergeometric functions and their generalizations, we do not know how to obtain our rather accurate numerical bounds in a much easier way than by the elementary but somewhat laborious approach presented in this paper.
Our approach is to expand four of the six Bessel function factors, namely those four with the lowest orders, into their asymptotic expansions. This will reduce the integrals in question to core integrals of the type J n (r)J n+m (r) cos( r)r −k dr for = 0, ±2, ±4. For these integrals, one has good information as in Lemmata 2, 4, 5. In more detail, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the theory of Bessel functions inasmuch as it is useful for our purposes. In particular, we establish the aforementioned lemmata, together with asymptotic expansions with precise control on the error terms. In Section 3, we prove some useful estimates for binomial coefficients, the Gamma function, and the coefficients that arise in the various asymptotic expansions. The analytic part of the proof of Theorem 1 begins in Section 4, where we asymptotically expand the functions J 0 and J 1 . Section 5 accomplishes the same for the function of next lowest order, namely J m . Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the analysis of the core integrals. The estimates from Sections 4−6 are then assembled together in Section 7. The approach works for n ≥ 20, and so for n < 20 we numerically estimate the integrals; this is the content of the final Section 8. We close this discussion with a brief illustration of the difficulty involved. Figure 1 depicts the plot of the integrand of I 1,6,9 between r = 0 and r = 100. One observes an initial region until about r = n = 9 where the function is very small. Then one sees a region with fairly erratic behaviour until about r = n 2 = 81. Past r = 81, one sees a more repetitive behaviour where one has good asymptotic control. The asymptotic region yields a positive contribution to the desired integral, which is in general of the order n −2 . The erratic region yields a negative contribution which nearly cancels the positive part from the asymptotic region. In question is a very good numerical control of the order n −4 of the small difference. The main tools to capture this cancellation are the algebraic identities from Lemma 2 and an exact orthogonality formula due to Kapteyn [2] which can be found in Lemma 3. Figure 1 . Plot of the function J 15 (r)J 9 (r)J 6 (r)J 2 1 (r)J 0 (r)r for 0 ≤ r ≤ 100.
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Background on Bessel functions
We rewrite the definition (4) of the Bessel function in the form of a Bessel integral which is the starting point in [5, p. 338] . For n ∈ Z and z ≥ 0, we claim that
More precisely, replacing θ = ω + π/2 in (8) and using even symmetry of the cosine we obtain for the right-hand side of (8):
from which the equivalence of (8) and (4) is evident.
The Bessel function, defined via (8) for general z ∈ C, is an entire function. From (8) we obtain the estimate
Differentiation under the integral sign in (8) and integration by parts yield the following recurrence relations in the sense of meromorphic functions:
A different representation of the Bessel function is the Poisson integral, which contains a power of a trigonometric function rather than a power of an exponential function:
Here we use the Gamma function
which satisfies the functional equation sΓ(s) = Γ(s + 1) and thus meromorphically extends the factorial, that is Γ(n + 1) = n! for natural numbers n. We mainly need the Gamma function for half-integer values, which can be expressed as
This can be recursively verified from Γ( 1 2 ) = √ π, which in turn can be read from the well-known property
The latter can be seen by verifying periodicity of the left-hand side together with growth estimates which force the left-hand side to be constant. To see equivalence of the Poisson integral representation (13) with (8), one verifies the case n = 0 by substitution and then verifies by partial integration that the Poisson integral also satisfies the recursion relations (11) and (12). Combining these two second order recurrence relations into a first order relation between J n and J n+1 , equivalence of the two integral representations follows recursively by a uniqueness result for ordinary differential equations, where we use that both integral representations vanish for z = 0 and n > 0.
From the Poisson integral representation one sees the following estimate from [7, §3.31 (1), p. 49], useful for small z:
where we have used
which one proves by induction on n using integration by parts. We turn to the core integrals (7) . The case = ±2 will be the most pleasant to deal with via the following lemma: Lemma 2. Let 0 ≤ n, m have the same parity, and
Proof. By the parity assumption, we may extend the integrals to the full real line. It then suffices to show that the Fourier transform
vanishes at ξ = 2. Substituting ξ = cos ω on the right-hand side of (9) yields
Hence we see that J n is the Fourier transform of the function
where T n denotes the Chebysheff polynomial T n (ξ) := cos(n arccos ξ).
We first consider the case k ≤ n in the lemma. Then the Fourier transform B (−k) n of J n (r)r −k is still supported on [−1, 1] since B n has vanishing moments of orders 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. This can be deduced from (13). Seen as the convolution of an L p function with an L p function for p = 2 − , the function B (−k) n * B m is continuous. Since it is also supported on the interval [−2, 2], it must vanish at ξ = 2. This proves the lemma in case k ≤ n. If n < k ≤ n + m, we distribute some powers of r over J m and argue similarly.
The understanding of the dominant case = 0 of the core integrals (7) begins with Kapteyn's identity, proved in a delightful two page paper [2] .
with the following natural interpretation in case n = m:
Note in particular that (17) vanishes if m − n is a nonzero even integer. Moreover, identities (14), (15), and some algebra yield
) .
From Kapteyn's identity, one obtains the following more general result.
Proof. The identity is true for k = 1 by Lemma 3. Let k ≥ 1 be given and assume that identity (18) is true for this particular k. To prove the identity for k + 1 we denote the integral in (18) by I n,m,k . Then, by the second recursion in (12) and using the induction hypothesis, we have that
The second fraction in the last line is equal to 1, and this proves the inductive step.
Note in particular that if k is odd and satisfies k < |n − m|, then (18) vanishes since the function 1/Γ has zeros at s = 0, −1, −2, . . . Note also that three of the Gamma factors, the one with argument k in the numerator and the two involving the difference m − n in the denominator, typically form a binomial coefficient, which can be roughly estimated by 2 k . An alternative approach to Lemma 4 is the integration theory of Weber and Schafheitlin as outlined in [7, §13.24, p. 398] .
The case = ±4 of the core integrals (7) gives small error terms which we estimate with the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let 0 ≤ n, m and 1 ≤ k < n + m. Then:
Proof. We estimate this integral by the descent method, changing the contour of integration to the contour consisting of a line segment from 0 to iN for some large N , then a line segment from iN to N , and then a ray from N to ∞ along the real axis. Only the first integral provides a substantial contribution, since the next two segments give contributions that tend to 0 as N tends to infinity. Along the first segment of the contour the integral can be estimated using (16) by
The integral over the second part of the contour is estimated using (10) by
which tends to 0 as N → ∞. The integral over the third piece of the contour is estimated using the fact that the functions J n and J m are in L 4 as Fourier transforms of L 4/3 functions and thus the continuous function J n (r)J m (r)r −1 is in L 1 . It then follows from the dominated convergence theorem that
Adding the contour integrals and letting N → ∞ yields the desired bound.
To arrive at the core integrals, we need asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions near infinity as in the following lemma.
If is odd, then
(20)
Here the coefficients a j (n) are defined by
and the remainder function R n, satisfies the bounds
Proof. We expand on the proof outlined in Watson [7, §7.3, p. 205] . The change of variables t = cos θ turns the Poisson integral (13) into
We split
. Now we change the contour in the integral for J + n towards a Π-shaped contour consisting of the line segment from −1 to −1 + iN , followed by the line segment from −1 + iN to 1 + iN , and then the line segment from 1 + iN to 1. On that contour as well as on its convex hull, we have (1 − t 2 ) ≥ 0 with equality only at the end points of the contour. Hence we may choose the continuous branch of the square root function on the slit plane C \ (−∞, 0) which takes positive values on the positive real axis. For simplicity of notation, let us introduce the half-integer ν := n − 1/2. The integral over the first segment of the contour becomes
where in the first identity we replaced zs by u and rotated the contour towards the line segments from 0 to zN , and used Γ(1/2) = π 1/2 . In the second identity, we first pulled an integer power of i out of the integral and and then pulled half a power of i out of the integral without leaving the domain of definition of the chosen branch of the square root function. If (z) > 0, then this last integral has a limit as N → ∞. Similarly, the integral over the third line segment becomes
If (z) > 0, then the limit again exists. Moreover, the integral over the second line segment tends to 0 as N → ∞. We therefore obtain
where ω n = z − nπ/2 − π/4 = z − (ν + 1)π/2, and the contour has been changed to one along the real axis. The function (1 + αu) ν is infinitely differentiable in u ∈ [0, ∞) for any α ∈ C \ (−∞, 0]. Taylor's expansion gives, for any ≥ 1,
where r is the -th derivative of the function u → (1 + αu) ν at some point u 0 ∈ [0, u]. If > ν, then this derivative is proportional to a negative power of the function and thus attains its maximum at the point where the value of the function comes closest to the origin. This point equals u = − (α)/|α| 2 and the value of the -th derivative there equals
Hence we can write for the remainder term
and the latter equals (z)/|z| if α = ±i/(2z) = ±iz/(2|z| 2 ). For (z) > 0, we have that 1 ± iu 2z is not real, hence we may insert the Taylor expansion into the integral for J + n , and obtain for J + n (z) the expression
where the remainder term R = R n, satisfies
We split the summation into even integers and odd integers to obtain
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We specify our findings into explicit first order asymptotics valid for sufficiently large z near the positive real axis. We have with the notation from the above proof:
, and if n > 1 and (z) > n 2 , then
Proof. Following the previous argument, only the last inequality requires explanation. We choose = n = ν + 1/2, and apply the above expansion with the observation that
where in the last line we estimated the remainder similarly to the terms in the expansion.
One proves explicit asymptotics with one extra term in a similar way:
Finally, we need zero order upper bounds for the asymptotic expansion:
Corollary 9. For r > 0, we have that
Proof. This follows for r > 1 from Corollary 7, while for r ≤ 1 it follows from the trivial bound |J n | ≤ 1.
Remark. Using more refined oscillatory techniques related to Sturm's comparision principle, the sharper bound r 1/2 |J 0 (r)| ≤ (2/π) 1/2 is established in [3] . However, the bounds given by Corollary 9 suffice for our purpose, and its proof is more in light with the elementary nature of the present paper.
Useful estimates involving the Gamma function
A version [4] of Stirling's formula for the Gamma function states that, for x ≥ 0,
where the function µ satisfies the double inequality
The starting point for all the convex estimates we need is the following well-known result:
Lemma 10. For x > 0, the function x → log(Γ(x)) is convex.
Proof. Let x, y > 0 and 0 < λ < 1. Set p = 
for then the result follows by taking logarithms on both sides. To verify (24), consider the auxiliary functions
The result is thus a consequence of Hölder's inequality.
Corollary 11. Let x ≥ 1 2 . Then:
Proof. Use the identity x = Γ(x + 1)/Γ(x) together with log convexity of Γ.
Corollary 12. Let x ≥ y > 0 and w ≥ 0. Then:
Proof. For fixed w ≥ 0, we claim that the function
is decreasing in x. This happens if the inequality
holds for every x > 0, which in turn is a consequence of the log convexity of Γ proved in Lemma 10.
The following lemma estimates binomial coefficients.
Lemma 13. Let x ≥ 1 and let 0 ≤ d < x be an integer. Then:
Proof. By Stirling's formula (22), we have that
Also, since x ≥ 1, we have that µ(2x) ≤ 1 24 , and therefore
It follows that
By induction, observe that
whenever d is an integer satisfying 0 ≤ d < x. This is a consequence of the elementary inequality
which is valid in particular for y
Remark. The inequality
is still valid for non-integer values of d ∈ [0, x), and therefore Lemma 13 holds in this case as well.
We will also need estimates for the magnitude of the coefficients a j (m) defined in (21) when j is close to m. More precisely, in Section 5 we will need good upper bounds for the quantities |a m+4 (m)|. For small values of m, we compute them explicitly. For large values of m, we estimate these quantities via the following lemma.
Lemma 14. For any natural number m ≥ 1, we have that
Proof. The goal is to bound the absolute value of
Making repeated use of the identity Γ(x+1) = xΓ(x), together with the convexity estimate from Corollary 11 and Stirling's formula (22), we have that
The bounds (23) for the function µ imply that µ(2m) ≤ µ(m), and so e µ(2m)−µ(m) ≤ 1. It follows that
The value Γ(−7/2) = 16 √ π 105 can be computed via the second formula in (14), and this completes the proof. In the next four sections, we will be working under the standing assumption that n ≥ n 0 := 20. We start by asymptotically expanding the Bessel functions of order 0 and 1 and their relevant products. Due to need of accuracy, we must consider asymptotic expansions of length six and keep track of all the terms. The following notation will be convenient. Let us say that a ∼ (a 0 ) + (a 1 ) + (a 2 ) + (a 3 ) + (a 4 ) + (a 5 ) with remainders r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r 5 , r
We also call r 6 the last remainder. Suppose additionally that
Then we have the following product formula:
with remainders
Recall the coefficients a 0 (n) through a 5 (n) for n = 0, To make the forthcoming notation less cumbersome, let us define, in view of Lemma 6,
To avoid writing many fractions, we further define t := (16r) −1 . We also set c := cos(r − π/4) and s := sin(r − π/4).
From Lemma 6 and Corollary 9, we have that
with remainders discussed there as
In a similar way,
Applying the product formula, we obtain successively
In particular,
On the other hand, we have 
+ (−5688t
Inequalities (28) and (30) are at the core of the following result, the proof of which does not require m to be even, nor m ≤ n.
Estimate A. For n ≥ n 0 = 20 and m ≥ 0, we have
Proof of Estimate A. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemmata 3 and 4 to compute the integrals, we have that
1/2 128 693
2 ) Γ(n + m + 
where the error term ρ m is implicitly defined by this identity. From Lemma 6 we know that Estimating the error term in this replacement is the main goal of the present section. We formulate it as Estimate B. Let n ≥ n 0 = 20 and m be even. If m = 0, then
Proof of Estimate B. We consider the case m = 0 first. The left-hand side of (37) is bounded by
whereas the left-hand side of (38) is bounded by
For ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, Lemma 4 implies that
. This can be estimated as follows:
where
20 .
In particular, for ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, one can easily check that 0.14 ≤ c (0) ≤ 0.19.
It follows that the upper bounds for each of the last five summands on the right-hand side of inequalities (43) and (44) can be estimated by a small fraction of the upper bound for the first summand. Quantifying this, one obtains (37) and (38), respectively. We consider the case m = 2 next. Again for ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, the integral to consider is the following:
In view of the absolute value in the integrand, this cannot be computed directly with Lemma 4. Instead, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to estimate
, where the last identity is a consequence of Lemmata 3 and 4. Reasoning as before, we derive the estimate In particular, for every ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, one checks that 0.11 ≤ c (2) ≤ 0.15.
As before, it follows that the last five summands on the right-hand sides of estimates
5 n −7 + 6 16 c
6 n −8 + 66
7 n −9 + 1124 16 3 c
8 n −10 + 26838
9 n −11 + 840564
10 n −12
5 n −7 + 14 16 c
6 n −8 + 102
7 n −9 + 804
8 n −10 + 21978
9 n −11 + 703620
can be bounded by a small fraction of the first summand. Quantifying this yields (39) and (40). The cases m = 4, 6, 8, 10 can be treated in a completely analogous way to what was done for m = 2. We omit the details, but remark that for m = 6, 8, 10 this method produces estimates which are stronger than (41) and (42). However, the latter will be enough for our purposes.
Finally, we deal with the case of even m ≥ 12. Again for ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, the integral to consider is bounded by
Identifying a binomial coefficient, we notice the trivial bound
To handle the coefficients |a m+4 (m)|, we recall Lemma 14. For even m ≥ 12, define
, a decreasing function of m for fixed . We finally arrive at J n (r)J n+m (r)J m000 (r)r −1 dr;
decompose into the core integrals (7) by means of expanding J m000 and J m110 using the following elementary trigonometric facts: A simple parity check verifies that the resulting core integrals with cos(2r) and sin(2r) satisfy the parity assumption of Lemma 2 relative to the powers of r, and so these terms yield zero contribution. It therefore suffices to consider the constant terms and the terms involving cos(4r) and sin(4r). The strategy will be to split the main integrals
, according to cosine and sine contributions. More precisely, recall definitions (35) and (36) for J m000 and J m110 , respectively. The first factor in each of them, namely J m − ρ m , is given by identity (33). The right-hand side of this identity consists of two sums which come affected by a coefficient of c and s. These are at the source of what we denote by cosine and sine contributions, respectively. Working out the algebra, one is led to define
for the sequence of coefficients given by For * ∈ {0, 1}, the goal is to obtain a set of estimates of the form
where M and E 1 denote the main and error terms coming from the analysis of the constant terms, and E 2 denotes the error term coming from the analysis of the terms of frequency 4r. We shall denote E 1 and E 2 by error terms of the first and second kind, respectively. 6.1. Constant terms. Everything originating from the constant terms can be explicitly computed, one just needs to be careful about bookkeeping. As indicated before, we organize the terms into cosine and sine contributions. 6.1.1. Cosine contributions. We split the analysis in four cases: m = 0, m = 2, m = 4 and m ≥ 6. In each of these four cases we will identify, as announced, a main term M and an error term E 1 .
Let us start by handling the case m = 0. In this case, the contribution coming from the non-oscillatory term α 0 + α 2 t 2 + α 4 t 4 in (45) can by computed exactly with the help of Lemmata 3 and 4, the result being a main term
, and an error term of the first kind
Recalling (46), the main term can be computed as follows: 
We move on to the case m = 2. Orthogonality kicks in the form of Lemma 4 to ensure that we only have one main term, which the same lemma computes as
In other words,
4096n(n+1)(n+2) , if * = 1. The error term of the first kind is now given by
Proceeding as in the case m = 0, we see that this term obeys the following estimate:
In the case m = 4, we expand to one higher order. The reason for this will become apparent at the end of Section 8. We thus have exactly one main term
and an error term of the first kind
As before, we compute the main term
and verify the following bounds for the error term:
If m ≥ 6, orthogonality ensures that there is no main term. The error term of the first kind is given by
and this can be crudely bounded in the following way. If m ≥ 6, then
for the given range of admissible m and n. It is easy to see that inequality (59) holds if m is large enough, essentially because each of the summands that constitute the left-hand side of that inequality is of order at most n −(m+1) . For the remaining cases, one checks it directly. The upshot is a bound of the form 6.1.2. Sine contributions. We proceed similarly, again splitting the analysis into four cases. If m = 0, then the contribution coming from α 1 t + α 3 t 3 + α 5 t 5 amounts to a main term
,
Recalling (49), we compute the main term as
2048(n−1)n(n+1) , if * = 1. Arguing as in the last subsection, the error term can be seen to obey the following bounds:
4096n(n+1)(n+2) , if * = 1, and an error term of the first kind
which satisfies
If m = 4, we again expand to one higher order. There is a main term
α 1 16 1 32n(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4) and an error term of the first kind
The main term satisfies
1048576n(n+1)(n+2)(n+3)(n+4) , if * = 1, and the error term can be bounded as follows:
Finally, if m ≥ 6, there is no main term, and the error term of the first kind is given by
Again the monotonicity formula
1, * (6, n)| holds for every even m ≥ 6, and this implies a bound of the form
0 n −4 , if * = 1, which is valid in that range of m.
Frequency 4r terms.
To handle the terms of frequency 4r, we make repeated use of the following result:
Proposition 15. Let n, m ∈ N be such that n ≥ n 0 = 20 and m even with 0 ≤ m ≤ n. Let α ∈ {1, 3, 5} and β ∈ {2, 4, 6}. Then each of the following quantities is less than n −1 0.35 n :
Proof. All estimates can be proved in a very similar way. We focus on the tightest case, that of (i) with α = 1, and briefly comment on the other cases at the end of the proof. Using the definition of the coefficients a j (n) and Lemma 5, together with the convexity estimate from Corollary 12, we obtain
The second fraction in this expression resembles a binomial coefficient and does not depend on k. It can be estimated in the following way: using Lemma 13 with x = n + m/2 and d = m/2, we see that
To estimate the sum of the first fractions in (68), we proceed as follows. For k = m/2 + 1, we simply have that
On the other hand, as long as 1 0 ≤ k ≤ m/2, we can use Corollary 12 followed by Lemma 13 with x = m/2 + k + 1 and d = |3k − m/2| to conclude that: For 0 ≤ k ≤ m/2, it is easy to check that the quantity
is decreasing in k. Moreover, for k = 0, we have that
Using this, we are left to estimate the Gaussian sum
We start with the trivial estimate
Changing variables of summation 3 = 3k − m/2, we see that
where L is the new summation set, given by
We estimate this sum by the product of the largest term and the number of terms #L = m/2 + 1. To detect the largest term, define the function Since ϕ m ( ) ≤ ϕ m (x 0 ) for every ∈ L, we thus have that
where the last inequality holds since the second summand on the second line amounts to at most 
Since m ≤ n, we finally get the desired estimate:
This completes the estimate of sum (i) with α = 1. For the other cases, letting k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m/2 + 1} and 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, one just checks that the bounds given by Lemma 5, namely
are decreasing in j as long as the conditions of the statement are met.
Remark. We will need the following observation for the purpose of our applications. For n ≥ 20, we have that 0.35 n/2 ≤ n −3 , and so the bound given by Proposition 15 can be further estimated as follows:
provided n ≥ n 0 = 20. Alternatively, still for n ≥ 20, we have that 0.35 τ n ≤ n −5 if τ > 0.72. Using this bound instead, we see that
All in all, we have the following upper bound for the quantities considered in Proposition 15: min{0.6 n 0 , 0.75
This distinction will play a role to ensure good bounds for the m = 4 terms which were expanded to one higher order in the last subsection.
We are finally ready to estimate the contribution coming from the oscillatory terms (β 0 + β 2 t 2 + β 4 t 4 ) cos(4r) and (γ 1 t + γ 3 t 3 + γ 5 t 5 ) sin(4r) in expression (45), and similarly in (48). Appealing to Proposition 15 and the remark following it, we see that we can take the following for errors of the second kind:
where (θ, t) = (0.75, 6) if m = 4 and (θ, t) = (0.6, 4) if m = 4. Plugging the values of β, γ from (47) and (50), we obtain the estimates 
Putting it all together
In the last section we analyzed the core integrals, which were decomposed into main terms and error terms. We derived several estimates which are recalled below in each case. These are used together with Estimates A and B to yield appropriate bounds, which are then evaluated at n 0 = 20: (ii) If m = 2, then we use the knowledge about the main terms coming from (55) and (63), the estimates for the error terms of the first kind contained in (56) and (64), and the bounds for the error terms of the second kind from (72), to conclude that To get the constants promised by Theorem 1, one just multiplies the far right-hand sides of each inequality by the normalizing factor In this section, we numerically evaluate the integrals I 0 and I 1 defined in (5) and (6), respectively, for 2 ≤ n ≤ 19 and even 0 ≤ m ≤ n. We split the integrals into
We use a quadrature rule for the first integral and estimate the second integral by analytic methods. We aim at an absolute error of at most 0.9 × 10 −8 for I 0 and I 1 .
The high integral would be entirely negligible at our desired accuracy for the threshold (say) R = 10 10 , but this would put unnecessarily much computing time on the low integrals. We choose R = 63000 and estimate the high integrals by a more careful analysis of the asymptotic expansion. To bring down the computing time for the low integrals, we use a high degree Newton-Coates quadrature rule.
We first discuss the high integrals and begin with I 0,high . Since R is large compared to (n + m) 2 , we take advantage of the asymptotic information in Corollary 7. Splitting each Bessel function into main term plus error, and applying the distributive law, yields one main integral of the form
If n is even, since m is even as well, an even number of the integers n, m, n + m is congruent two modulo four, and we obtain, with the periodicity cos(ω n ) = − cos(ω n+2 ), We now estimate the 2 6 − 1 error terms of I i,high − I i,main,high . Of these error terms, six of them consist of an integral of a product of five main terms of Corollary 7 and one error term of Corollary 7. To estimate these six terms, we use the finer information from Corollary 8 for the error term of Corollary 7.
The second main term of Corollary 8 leads to integrals of the type
sin(ω n+m ) cos(ω n ) cos(ω m ) cos 3 (ω 0 )dr and similar terms with a different cosine factor replaced by a sine factor and corresponding prefactor. The product of the six trigonometric functions is odd about the point π/4. Thus this product integrates to 0 over each period. On the period [R + 2πk, R + 2π(k + 1)) with any nonnegative integer k, we may thus replace the weight r −3 by the difference between r −3 and its mean over that interval. This difference is bounded by 6r −4 π on that interval, hence we may estimate the sum of terms arising from the second main term of Next come fifteen terms of the original 2 6 − 1 error terms which have four main terms and two error terms of Corollary 7. These benefit from an integration of the negative fourth power of r, and can be estimated by Adding all these error contributions yields |I i,high − I i,main,high | ≤ 5.5 × 10 −9 .
We next turn to the low integrals. We recall the Newton-Coates rule A well-known argument shows that polynomials of degree eight extremize this inequality. It is then a straightforward matter of checking that polynomials of degree eight, whose eighth derivative is constant, realize the optimal constant .18 .19 .11 .13 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .14 .13 .11 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 19 .20 .20 .14 .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .16 .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 Table 1 
